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About Ecofys 
Ecofys provides consultancy services in the areas of 
sustainable energy, energy conservation, CO

2
 effi  ciency, 

energy systems and markets and energy and climate policy. 
Using knowledge and innovation, Ecofys aims to transform 
today’s ideas into tomorrow’s reality. This is how Ecofys 
helps public and private-sector organisations to adapt to 
changes and quickly recognise market opportunities. This 
approach results in intelligent, practical and sustainable 
solutions for the entire spectrum of renewable energy, and 
more. From fi ve branches distributed around the world, the 
company is active globally in around fi fty countries.

Flexible IT
Ecofys is at the heart of the global energy sector: a dynamic 
sector characterised by new developments following each 
other in quick succession. To be able to respond quickly to 
these changes, Ecofys required a fl exible IT environment 
that would allow it to meet all customer requirements as 
effi  ciently, eff ectively and simply as possible. To ensure 
optimum connectivity with its business applications, 
processes and requirements, the company decided to 
apply the Greenfi eld principle and build its entire new 
IT environment from the ground up.  But Ecofys needed 
more than a new IT environment alone. The company was 
searching for a new strategic partner to provide full IT 
support in terms of advice, management and possible future 
system expansions.

Full IT environment in the cloud for Ecofys

Sogeti and Ecofys together embarked on a journey to the cloud, a journey guided by Ecofys’ business objectives. Along the way, 
for example, Ecofys and Sogeti continuously reviewed which solution was best suited to requirements and the current situation. 
Which direction do we go? How can we be best circumvent obstacles, and continue building the cloud environment in line with 
this pragmatic and fl exible approach. Ecofys and Sogeti decided to pursue a ‘cloud-fi rst’ policy as a guide. Cloud solutions 
would be the preferred solution for all new IT investments, followed by traditional IT. The result was a customised, fl exible cloud 
environment that is robust and reliable.

Journey to the cloud – our solution



Advantage of the cloud
Its cloud environment means that Ecofys always has the 
IT environment it requires. The consultancy firm pays for it 
on a pay-per-use basis ‘Some days we require significant 
computing power, and on others we don’t. We now only pay 
for the capacity we use’, says Brown. Furthermore, the cloud-
based applications and data are always accessible from any 
device with an Internet connection.

Cost savings
The new cloud environment means Ecofys has been able 
to reduce its IT costs by around 35 per cent. This saving 
is possible first of all because Ecofys now only pays for 
hardware, software and services it actually uses. Secondly, 
Ecofys requires less in-house IT expertise since it has 
outsourced its system management to Sogeti and it has 
been able to reduce its IT department from eight to three 
employees. And should circumstances so require, Ecofys can 
easily scale up its IT operations again in the future since 
its cloud-based IT infrastructure can grow in line with its 
business.

‘Sogeti listened closely to our needs and understands 
our business. And they designed and built a suitable 
infrastructure solution. Moreover, Sogeti proactively 
thought things through from our perspective, and we 
really appreciated that.’

Stephen Brown – IT Manager Ecofys

‘Ecofys always expressed full confidence in our 
approach.
This confidence in us meant we could successfully 
complete our journey to the cloud together.’
 
                                                                                       
Alain Doeleman – Delivery Manager Sogeti

Are you also looking for a cloud solution for your company? Get in touch with us: +31 (0)88 660 66 00 or christiaan.hoos@sogeti.nl

Advice on your cloud

Ecofys found in Sogeti the ideal strategic IT partner. A partner with extensive knowledge and experience of the cloud, a 
corporate structure that matched the Ecofys mentality and a pragmatic approach not restrained by fixed ideas and protocols. 
Step by step, Sogeti developed and implemented a completely new IT environment for Ecofys in the cloud based on the latest 
Microsoft cloud solutions, such as Microsoft Azure, Office365 and SharePoint Online.

Standard services from the Cloud Factory
One of the reasons Ecofys chose Sogeti was its extensive knowledge and experience of the cloud. Sogeti has applied these 
experiences to create standard services that it offers from the Sogeti Cloud Factory. Its comprehensive range of services was 
a further reason for choosing Sogeti. As a Microsoft cloud partner, Sogeti is able to deliver pretty much any cloud solution. 
Furthermore, Ecofys can outsource the management of their entire IT environment to Sogeti.  And last but not least: Sogeti’s 
corporate culture and flexible approach was a perfect fit for the phased development of a fully new environment and migration 
to the cloud we were undertaking.

Step-by-step approach
The phased process to the cloud began with the full migration to Microsoft Office 365. This migration was not only smooth, it 
resulted in Ecofys employees becoming extremely confident in working with the cloud. Sogeti then migrated ever more business 
applications and data to the cloud and devoted a data centre to cloud applications. ‘What don’t we have in the cloud?’, asks 
Stephen Brown, IT Manager at Ecofys. ‘In any case, Office365, SharePoint Online and Exchange Online for office productivity, a 
number of SaaS solutions and, for example, mobile device management are all in the cloud. The IT infrastructure has also been 
transferred to the cloud. Moreover, we have fully outsourced the hardware management to Sogeti.’

IT in the cloud


